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Monheim, September 6, 2016 – Against a backdrop of increasing disconnection of 

young people from farming and a world population that is forecast to soar to ten billion by 

2050, visionary thinking, a long-term approach, and creativity are urgently needed to 

develop solutions to enable the next generation of food producers to face global farming 

challenges. That is why Bayer and the two Belgian young farmers associations, Groene 

Kring and Fédération des Jeunes Agriculteurs, are inviting young thought leaders from 

around the world to apply to attend the third Global Youth Agriculture Summit from 

October 9 to 13, 2017 in Brussels, Belgium.  

 

About 100 selected young delegates from around the world will share ideas, develop 

solutions and engage in an open discussion on one of the world’s most challenging 

questions: How do we feed a hungry planet sustainably? To apply, young people aged 18 

to 25 are asked to submit an essay on the underlying causes of food insecurity and the 

effect it can have on a growing population. The essay question is based on the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals. Ability to demonstrate original ideas and passion to help 

shape the future will be the key selection criteria for the Youth Ag-Summit. Essay 

applications are accepted online until January 13, 2017. Find out more about the 

application process and the Summit at www.youthagsummit.com. 

  

In 2015, delegates from 33 countries delivered the Canberra Youth Ag-Declaration, an 

action-oriented plan with recommendations on how youth can have the maximum impact 
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on global food security, which was tabled at the United Nations Committee on World Food 

Security in Rome afterwards. “Hailing from 33 countries and many different educational 

backgrounds, all 100 delegates brought together unique and diverse perspectives and 

mooted ideas towards addressing a global concern. It was amazing to see how we all, 

enthusiastically, took up the challenge and formed a common overall vision aimed at 

feeding a hungry planet”, remembers Samba Ouma Zablon, 2015 alumni delegate from 

Kenya, who was selected to present the declaration to the UN. In 2017, the movement 

continues in the European capital. 

 

 “We are delighted to co-host the next Youth Ag-Summit in Brussels,” says FJA’s 

secretary general Guillaume Van Binst. “FJA aims to mobilize stakeholders, organize 

advocacy, and address both farmers and the general public. And where better to do so 

than at this prestigious global event?” Groene Kring national chairman Giel Boey agrees. 

“Brussels, is an ideal location for this seminal gathering of young farmers to help us face 

up to the future of agriculture and of feeding the world,” he says. 

 

Damien Viollet, Director and Head of Country Group Benelux Bayer CropScience adds: 

“Belgium is a great place to lead from. It is in the heart of Europe, where governments, 

multinationals, civil society and the media take a seat at the table to shape the continent 

and beyond.”  

 

Assessing young people’s knowledge about agriculture 

 

The Summit’s long-term goal is to inspire delegates to not just think, but to act, and action 

is clearly needed to improve young people’s knowledge about agriculture, since many 

young people are disconnected from farming and give little thought to where their food 

comes from. That is why Bayer initiated a major study1 to assess young people’s 

agricultural literacy in eleven countries during Summer 2015. The Youth Agriculture 

Literacy Study revealed that the overwhelming majority of young people had no idea 

when crops were ripe or were harvested. Less than a quarter of young people around the 

world were aware that wax is an animal product. In Great Britain only almost a quarter 

correctly answered that wine grapes are ripe in autumn and every other US youngster 

                                                
1 Using extensive online interviews of 3.300 male and female respondents in age of 18 to 25 years, GMI 
Lighthouse Research, a global research institute, produced an extensive set of data which has been 
analyzed and interpreted by Prof. Dr. Joachim Klewes, associate professor at the Heinrich-Heine-University, 
Duesseldorf/Germany, and his team. 

https://www.youthagsummit.com/press/
https://www.youthagsummit.com/press/
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didn’t know that spices are dried plants. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that a 

higher level of education does not mean a higher level of agricultural literacy.  

 

“Bayer is committed to encouraging young people to learn about agriculture and to inspire 

the next generation of ag visionaries. With initiatives like the 2017 Youth Ag-Summit, 

agricultural scholarships and experimental learning at our student labs and online, we 

want to encourage young people to learn more about sustainable agriculture and food 

supply whereby the vital role of science and innovation is highlighted,” says Bernd Naaf, 

Head of Business Affairs & Communications and Labor Director at Bayer.  

 

About the Youth Ag-Summit 

The Youth Ag-Summit is a global youth conference to inspire and connect the next 

generation of young leaders in agriculture and related disciplines. At the Summit, 100 

young leaders aged 18 to 25 from all around the world will meet to share perspectives 

and create an open dialogue on one of the world’s most challenging questions: how to 

feed a hungry planet? The Youth Ag-Summit forms part of the Agricultural Education 

Program and aims at raising awareness for food and farming all over the globe.  

Find more information about the summit on the website: www.youthagsummit.com 

Find out more about the Agricultural Education Program at: www.ag-education.bayer.com 

 

About Groene Kring  

Groene Kring (GK) is an association for young farmers in Flanders (Belgium) with around 

3.500 members. GK unites young farmers via activities, to facilitate information exchange 

in between each other. Furthermore, GK organizes entrepreneurial education and 

facilitates the transmission of agricultural family businesses. The association protects the 

interests of young farmers on a regional, national and international level. Finally, GK aims 

to improve the image of the agricultural sector. For more information, visit: 

www.groenekring.be 

 

About the Fédération des Jeunes Agriculteurs 

Fédération des Jeunes Agriculteurs (FJA) is a movement of youth and an agricultural 

organization representative of all the young farmers of the Walloon Region. FJA 

represents the views of 2.800 members and advocates on their behalf at a national and 

European level. The organization also organizes training courses and is recognized as a 

professional center of formation for all the actors and professionals in the agricultural 

sector. 

http://www.youthagsummit.com/
http://www.ag-education.bayer.com/
http://www.groenekring.be/
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For more information, visit: www.fja.be 

 

Bayer: Science For A Better Life 

 

Bayer is a global enterprise with core competencies in the Life Science fields of health 

care and agriculture. Its products and services are designed to benefit people and 

improve their quality of life. At the same time, the Group aims to create value through 

innovation, growth and high earning power. Bayer is committed to the principles of 

sustainable development and to its social and ethical responsibilities as a corporate 

citizen. In fiscal 2015, the Group employed around 117,000 people and had sales of EUR 

46.3 billion. Capital expenditures amounted to EUR 2.6 billion, R&D expenses to EUR 4.3 

billion. These figures include those for the high-tech polymers business, which was 

floated on the stock market as an independent company named Covestro on October 6, 

2015. For more information, go to www.bayer.com. 

 

 

Note to editors: 

Print-quality photos can be downloaded from our website at www.news.bayer.com 

 

TV and multimedia editors can download or order updated film footage about Bayer free 

of charge at www.tv-footage.bayer.com. 

 

Contact: Indonesia 

E-mail:  mariamagdalena.pakpahan@bayer.com 

              andidwi.mandasari@bayer.com 

 
Forward-Looking Statements  
This news release may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made by Bayer 
management. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences 
between the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of the company and the estimates 
given here. These factors include those discussed in Bayer’s public reports which are available on the Bayer website at 
www.bayer.com. The company assumes no liability whatsoever to update these forward-looking statements or to 
conform them to future events or developments. 

http://www.fja.be/
http://www.bayer.com/
https://www.tv-footage.bayer.com/en/homepage.aspx
mailto:mariamagdalena.pakpahan@bayer.com

